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Summary
Of the master’s thesis written by Miha Pužin, under the title of:

Soil monitoring technologies based on Internet of Things

This thesis will present an Internet of Things based complex system of embedded technologies
consisting of sensors, microprocessors , and wireless communications integrated with either
optical or electrochemical sensors that can collect and deliver real-time quality soil information
data. Emphasis will be placed on technologies requiring minimum sample preparation, little to
no maintenance, infrequent calibration and have short and accurate sampling time.

Keywords: soil macronutrients, soil sensing technologies, Internet of Things

1 Introduction
Soil is a fundamental natural resource for human civilization. It is an integral part of
terrestrial ecosystems that provides a multitude of goods and services in terms of food, fibre
and energy production, supporting and regulating life on the planet. The continuous growth
of the population leads to an increasing demand for food production worldwide. To keep up
with the trend over the past seven decades, farmers have relied on intensive agricultural
practices that have led to soil degradation. In the next thirty years, Earth’s population will
reach approximately 9 billion, and will require an increase in food production by more than
70 percent (Sinfield et al. 2010.). Agriculture is facing a number of challenges such as food
security, climate change, water scarcity, and environmental degradation in the years to come,
thus making preservation and sustainable management of soils a crucial priority in tackling
these challenges. The rising utilization of food crops for various industries (bioenergy,
biofuel) is further increasing the pressure on a scarce agricultural resource as well as poses a
serious threat to the availability of arable land. Preceding solar minimum brings about many
changes in the atmosphere that will lead to dramatic shifts in weather conditions globally.
However, recent technical advances in electronics, digital signal processing, and
miniaturization of sensing hardware provide an opportunity to tackle a number of future
challenges.
Agriculture has undergone a great transformation during the last few decades shifting
production from small/medium farmers to highly specialized and commercial farming
operations. With the rise of Industry 4.0, development of wireless communication, cloud
computing, machine learning and Big Data technologies, Internet of Things technology is
gradually being applied in a wide range of agricultural uses. The emerging agri-tech
revolution aims to use advanced precision technology, such as real-time soil nutrient sensors
and Internet of Things (IoT), to meet the future demands for food, fibre, and fuel, in a more
sustainable, efficient, and eco-friendly manner. Advanced information technologies allow
faster and stable transmission of sensor data and are becoming more affordable due to the
miniaturization of hardware and lower material costs. Implementation of IoT in agriculture
can help create an informed, connected, developed, and adaptable rural community. Low-cost
embedded devices can improve the interaction between humans and the physical world.
Given that soil, productivity has spatial and temporal variability influenced by intrinsic
(parent material, climate, topography) and extrinsic (farm management practices) factors, a
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site-specific management system that continuously collects and processes soil information
data can efficiently optimize farm inputs through data-driven decision making. Precision
agriculture is a data demanding system that incorporates intelligent sensing systems, cloud
computing, edge computing into a single platform. Soil is a dynamic complex matrix
consisting of organic and inorganic mineral fractions, water, and air. The three most essential
soil macronutrients that play a fundamental role in the balanced soil system formation are
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (N, P, K). These macronutrients are essential for soil
stability and fertility and play an important role in healthy plant growth. The monitoring of
these nutrient levels in soils provides useful information on actual soil conditions, moreover,
information obtained in real-time can permit design-intelligent soil mapping, irrigation, and
fertilization management systems (Lvova and Nadporozhskaya 2017.).

1.1 Aims of the thesis
Current soil chemical characteristics (e.g. macronutrients, pH, salinity) assessment and
monitoring technologies will be reviewed in-depth and categorized by sensing technology
(e.g., chemical, electrical, optical). Although there has been a significant rise in the
development of precision agriculture technologies to continuously monitor pH, salinity,
moisture content and organic matter in situ measurement of soil macronutrients, nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) still remains a challenge.

2

2 Literature review
2.1 Optical sensing methods for assessment of soil

macronutrients

Optical sensors rely on changes in the various light properties (photon radiation
intensity) to detect analyte of interest. Light intensity can be modulated by absorption, or the
direction of wave propagation or wavelength can be modulated by scattering, refraction, or
reflection (Lvova and Nadporozhskaya 2017.). Optical chemical sensors can use visible and
near-infrared wavelengths to measure and identify the magnitude of reflected, absorbed, and
transmitted energy of soil nutrient ions. Due to the principles of energy-matter interactions, a
material can reflect, absorb, scatter, and emit electromagnetic radiation in a characteristic
manner that depends on its molecular composition and shape, resulting in a unique spectral
signature (Shaw et al. 2003.). The hardware consists of a light source (usually light-emitting
diode) or laser sent through the optic fibre to the tip of deposited sensing film. Certain
constituents in the soil interact and absorb electromagnetic energy, which leads to their
quantification (Ge et al. 2019.).
Soil nutrients, such as Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), and Potassium (K), can be
determined using a number of approaches based on principles of energy-matter interactions. A
material can reflect, absorb, scatter, and emit electromagnetic radiation in a characteristic
manner that depends on its molecular composition and shape, resulting in a unique spectral
signature. Over the past three decades, optical sensing approaches are being thoroughly
investigated and studied by many research institutes, universities and commercial companies
worldwide, mainly due to their attractive advantages over electrochemical technology and nondestructive sampling nature.
There are many reasons for the interest in newer soil measurement technologies. For
example, sample preparation involves only drying and crushing, the sample is not affected by
the analysis in any way, no (hazardous) chemicals are required, measurement takes a few
seconds, several soil properties can be estimated from a single scan, and the technique can be
used both in the laboratory and in situ (Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006.). Since the 1990s, several
soil sensing instruments for on-site measurements have been developed (Adamchuk et al.
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2002., 2004., 2005., Christy 2008., Li et al. 2010., Shibusawa 2003., Shonk et al. 1991.,
Sudduth and Hummel 1993.).

The approach to each measuring technique can be categorized based on response time
and sensitivity, and the nature of the sample to be analysed. Measurement approaches include
direct soil measurement (DSM), soil solution measurement (SSM), chemical extract
measurement (CEM), filtered solution measurement (FSM), and agitated soil measurement
(ASM). The following chapter provides a basic description of different approaches to proximal
soil sensing including applications of colorimetric methods, visible near-infrared, and
shortwave infrared (VNIR-SWIR) spectroscopy and mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy.
High spatial and temporal variability of soil physical and chemical properties represents
the main obstacle for the application of the precision agriculture concept. The standard methods
of soil analysis include first, classical wet chemistry methods, and various instrumental
methods, such as molecular emission spectrometry, atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS),
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
and gas chromatography (GC) combined with mass spectrometry (MS). These methods are
often complex due to the extraction and pre-treatment processes involved; they are time- and
effort-consuming and require sophisticated and often expensive equipment and qualified
personnel involvement (Lvova and Nadporozhskaya 2017.).
Lately, the involvement of familiar optical devices (digital and web-camera) and
image interpretation (often based on colour differences) has been intensely utilized for
different monitoring purposes, and soil analysis in particular (Motellier et al. 1995., Hung et al.
2010., Viscarra Rossel et al. 2008., Yokota et al. 2007.). Recent advancements in IoT, and the

emergence of micro-electro-mechanical sensor systems (MEMS) have the potential to meet
the requirements of modern soil management concept. In MEMS-based devices all the optical
and mechanical components are integrated on a single MEMS chip, offering the ability for infield soil analysis using handheld spectral sensing.
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Figure 2.1. Flowchart depicting optical soil assessment methods (Adapted from Burton et al. 2020.)

2.2 Visible light-sensing methods
The electromagnetic (EM) spectrum (Figure 2.2.) ranges from gamma (c) rays, at the
shortest wavelengths, to radio-waves, at the longest wavelengths. Visible light covers only a
small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum between infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV)
wavelengths in the range of about 380 nanometres (nm) to 740 nm (Figure 2.3.). The most
common methods used to detect and measure soil nutrients can include traditional laboratorybased methods (Kjeldahl wet digestion, dumas combustion, and gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry), optical methods (colorimetry based technique, IR spectroscopy), and
electrochemical methods (ion-selective electrodes, ion-selective field-effect transistors).
Colorimetric methods are used to determine the concentration of dissolved species,
relying on the ability of many ionic species to absorb light of one or more specific wavelengths
following the Beer-Lambert law. Colorimetric based sensor systems are simple photometric
sensors consisting of a light (radiation) source and a light detector (photodiode). Photoelectric
sensors convert the light intensity to an electrical current signal. Current signal changes with
changes in light intensity caused by the changes of colour intensity of the solution.

5

Wavelengths in the visible, near-infrared, and mid-infrared ranges can also be used to
determine the chemical, physical, and mineralogical composition of the soil. In recent decades,
spectroscopy has proven to be an effective tool in terms of soil science. The use of spectroscopy
for soil analyses is a fast, inexpensive, environmental/friendly, non-destructive, and precise
technique for assessment. Soil spectroscopy is slowly gaining traction in scientific research, as
spectrometers have become miniaturized, rugged, and cheap making them perfect for in-field
use. The fundamental principle of VisNIR reflectance spectroscopy is based on the differences
in molecular characteristics, where spectral signatures of different materials are categorized
based on their reflectance and absorbance spectra. The change in signatures is referred to as
vibrational extending and bending of atoms that arrange molecules and crystals. Most soil
components are usually observed in the midinfrared region vibrations (2500–25,000 nm), with
overtones and combinations found in the near-infrared region (400–2500 nm) (Clark 1999.,
Shepherd and Walsh 2002.). The following chapter provides a fundamental description of
colorimetric methods, visible near-infrared, and shortwave infrared (VNIR-SWIR) and MIR
spectroscopy applications in soil analysis.

Figure 2.2. Electromagnetic spectrum (source: NASA, 2004.)
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of wavelengths in UV – Visible – Near-infrared regions (Source: Čoga, 2019.)

2.2.1 Colorimetry
Colorimetry is a scientific technique that is used to determine the concentration of
coloured compounds in solutions by the application of the Beer-Lambert law. Soil sensors
using colorimetric methods employ detection mechanisms based on Beer-Lambert law which
relates attenuation theory of light to the properties of the material through which the light beam
is traveling. Beer-Lambert Law relates the absorbance of the sample with the concentration of
the solution, in other words, Beer-Lambert Law states that absorbance is proportional to the
concentration of the sample and proportional to the path of light beam passing through the
sample. The soil sample is mixed with chemical reagents in order to initiate a chemical reaction
with nutrients in the soil. Sample develops colour changes ranging in intensity that is depended
on the amount of present nutrients (concentration) detected by sensor. A colorimetric
measurement of mixed soil solution works on the principle of colour absorption by soil sample
and is given by:
𝐼𝐼
1
𝐴𝐴 = −𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 ∙ � � = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 = 𝜀𝜀 ∙ 𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝐶𝐶 (1)
𝐼𝐼0
𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇 =

𝐼𝐼

𝐼𝐼0

(2)

Where A is the absorbance of the sample (absorbance units), I0 is the intensity of incident
(initial) light beam entering the sample, I is the intensity of light beam after passing through
7

the sample, ε is molar absorptivity (L mol-1 cm-1), L is path length (cm), C is the concentration
of the absorbing chemical species (mol L-1), T denotes the transmittance of the sample.
A simplified depiction showing the principle of Beer-Lambert law application in
colorimetric measurements is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Illustration of light absorption by a sample when a beam passes through it (Adapted from
Khairunnisa, 2016.)

Notable research related to colorimetric soil nutrient analysis has been done so far. The
method has been successfully applied both commercially and scientifically. The available
literature on the use of soil colorimetry methods provides basic information about the technique
but is inconsistent in methodology with highly variable results making replication difficult. A
beam of light with known optical properties, for example, frequency, wavelength, and/or
amplitude, can be transmitted through the solution and analysed after passing through the
sample. The altered optical property of the light beam can be used to determine a corresponding
chemical property of the soil in the solution. Regalado and Dela Cruz (2016.) integrated soil
sensing device with IoT, demonstrating the possibility to perform analysis remotely. Kumar et
al. (2019.) developed soil NPK testing system consisting of testing chemicals, colour sensors,
soil moisture sensor, temperature sensor, GPS, and an android application that sends reports to
the user and provides site-specific fertilizer recommendation based on soil test results. Further
research into technique by Lau et.al (2004.) Yokota et al. (2007.), Khairunnisa (2016.) and
Chowdhury (2016.) has shown the effectiveness and high feasibility of soil colorimetric
methods by developing sensing devices constructed using inexpensive hardware such as LEDs
and MEMS integrated photodiodes. Yokota et al. (2007.) have designed an optical sensor based
8

on photometric detection of soil nutrients: ammonia nitrogen (NH4–N), nitrate-nitrogen (NO3–
N), available phosphorus (P2O5). The LEDs light source of the wavelength that fits the
absorption band of chemical reagents. whose colour develops by reaction with soil nutrients.
Ramane et al. (2015.) developed a fibre optic-based NPK colour sensor. The colour sensor
determines NPK values from the soil sample by colorimetric measurement of an aqueous
solution of soil. The determined NPK amounts are expressed as high, medium, low, or none.
A similar but more complex soil analysis system was developed by More et al. (2019.). The
paper proposed a soil analysis system using IoT in order to provide farmers with proper
fertilizer recommendations via a web application. Recommendations were based on the soil
test results and suggested only organic fertilizers to help farmers improve soil health and
achieve fertility in long run. Commercially available digital soil testing device (1605 Rapitest
Digital Soil Test kit) was introduced by the United States-based company Luster Leaf. Digital
soil testing device (Figure 2.5.) measures nitrogen as nitrate (NO3-), phosphorus as P2O5, and
potassium as K2O using the colorimetric method. The digital soil test kit uses a bi-colour LED
as a light source for detecting the passage of light from the solution of soil extract and reagent
taken in a test tube. For the NO3− test, the green light of 565 nm wavelength is used while the
red light of 633 nm is used in the determination of P2O5 and K2O. Rapitest kit is a fast and
economic means by which farmers and agricultural service personnel can improve nutrient
management for crop production and environmental protection.

Figure 2.5. Luster Leaf Rapitest 1605 digital soil testing device (Source:
http://www.lusterleaf.com/nav/soil_test.html)
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Recent advancements in the digital technology realm have led to the possibility of
integrating mobile colorimetric soil nutrient testing with digital application systems such as
Android operating systems, using smartphones. A paper by Moonrungsee et al. (2015.)
explored the use of Android smartphone and mobile camera colorimetric analyser to detect P
in soil.
Colorimetry can be used to analyse soil nutrients but not without commercially available
chemical test kits. When integrated with IoT, colorimetry offers an affordable and reliable
option of soil analysis and monitoring. On a general basis, colorimetry-based methods require
sample preparation steps, including mixing the extraction solutions of specific nutrients with a
specific quantity of soil. Accuracy of results is highly dependent on the type of chemical
reagent used, therefore this method isn’t currently appropriate for use in precision fertilization
schemes. To achieve the full potential of colorimetry-based methods, much more research is
required. The colorimetric method can be a good alternate for an inexpensive and quick on-thespot analysis of soil for NPK and may give a good estimation of NPK in accordance with the
laboratory method (Yamin et al. 2019.).

2.3 Near-infrared and infrared sensing methods
Infrared (IR) radiation covers wavelength ranges between 780 nm and 1000 µm.
Infrared spectroscopy is based on the interaction of molecules with electromagnetic energy
(Raphael 2011.). The basic principle of infrared spectroscopy is based on the fundamental
vibrations of the molecules. IR radiation will activate molecular interatomic vibrations, and
this provides the basis of the IR spectroscopy technique. Each molecule has certain natural
vibrational frequencies. When infrared light is incident on the molecule, the frequency which
matches the natural vibrational frequency is absorbed by the molecule resulting in molecular
vibrations. Consequently, a change in the dipole moment of the molecule occurs. There are
many types of molecular vibrations that occur on the absorption of IR radiation including
stretching, bending, and wagging of the constituent atoms in the molecule. IR spectroscopy in
the MIR range is also called FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) spectroscopy, this term closely
describes how MIR instruments work. For a compound to be IR active, it is required to have
covalent bonding. Infrared spectroscopy, both near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR)
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methods, enable rapid acquisition of detailed soil information data and estimation of various
physical, chemical, and biological soil properties.
To date, most studies have used either visible near-infrared (VNIR) or MIR
spectroscopy in a study-specific context (Sanderman et al. 2020.). Near-infrared spectroscopy
uses EM spectrum ranges from 780 nm to 2500 nm and is the most commonly used optical
sensing method to detect soil nutrients (and other soil constituents). Even though are many
advantages of near-infrared spectroscopy when compared to conventional soil analysis
methods, it is worthwhile mentioning that many VNIR instruments do not provide quantitative
results of soil properties directly. To acquire proper results that relate captured spectral data to
analysed soil properties, researchers have developed calibration methods for model training,
also referred to as chemometrics methods. Calibration methods can be classified into linear
regression techniques and data mining techniques. Techniques for model training based on
linear regression include stepwise multiple linear regression (SMLR), principal component
regression (PCR), and partial least squares regression (PLSR). Data mining techniques train
models with the help of artificial intelligence and include multivariate adaptive regression
splines (MARS), boosted regression trees, and artificial neural networks (ANN).
Near-infrared spectroscopy can quantify light energy absorbed and, or diffusely
reflected by soil sample interrogated with the polychromatic light radiation source. The basic
underlying principle of NIR spectroscopy (NIRS) is based on the theory of simple harmonic
oscillations. Shared chemical bonds between two atoms are an example of a simple harmonic
oscillator system. These bonds have resonant characteristics depended on the atomic weight at
the end of each bond and the „spring” constant which describes the force between them. As
seen in Figure 4, when a sample is irradiated with a band of frequencies, those frequencies that
correspond to vibrational frequencies of the bonds in the sample become absorbed while other
frequencies are reflected (or transmitted). The near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) analytical
method is an available tool to estimate the content of components in an organic substance
quickly (Zhang et al. 1992, Ben-Dor and Banin 1995, Li et al. 2006, Viscarra Rossel et al.
2006). The diffused reflectance from the sample is recorded with a spectrophotometer, forming
a reflectance spectrum which indicates the intensity of light captured as a function of
wavelength. The ability of NIR reflectance spectroscopy to provide a field-scale assessment of
soil properties in terms of variable mineral nitrogen fertilization was researched in a paper by
Šestak et al. (2018.). Results revealed delineation between high and low N treatments which
were conditioned by differences in soil pH, texture, and soil organic matter composition. The
11

model obtained by principal component explanatory analysis and partial least square regression
indicated the effectiveness of Vis-NIR spectroscopy for measuring soil functional attributes.
NIRS based instruments use MEMS or LED’s as sources of light.

Figure 2.6. Illustration of light energy-sample interaction, principle of infrared spectroscopy (Adapted from
Burton et al. 2020)

Detection of soil nutrients using NIR spectroscopy has been toughly researched and is
one of the most common methods employed in terms of on-the-go detection of soil nutrients.
A great example of NIRS based instrument can be seen in Figure 5 which consists of soil
penetrating probes adjoined with soil. Such a device can measure soil nutrients rapidly, on-site,
and display results in real-time. NIRS based devices are an ideal tool to measure nitrogen and
organic matter content in the soil as absorption peaks of these constituents usually exist at
around 850nm and 940nm. The main disadvantage of portable NIR spectrometers is that they
require site-specific calibration which can add to the cost of applying such methods. An et al.
(2013) developed a total nitrogen detector for soil. The instrument was designed to consist of
an optical unit and a control unit, receiving light from the near-infrared LEDs instead of
sunlight. Six LEDs of different wavelengths (1550, 1300, 1200, 1100, 1050, and 940 nm) were
selected as sensitive wavebands. The detector acquires reflected light from the soil and
transfers the optical signal to the photoelectric sensor which converts it to an electrical signal.
The developed prototype uses the absorbance data at each wavelength to estimate and calculate
soil TN content, simultaneously displaying it on the LCD and storing it on the disk.
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Figure 2.7 Prototype of NIRS based Total Nitrogen detector (Source: An et.al. 2013)

In addition to nutrient detection, NIR spectroscopy was also employed in the assessment
and prediction of various other soil and crop properties. Zovko et al. (2018) explored the use
of NIR spectroscopy to assess and monitor soil salinity in the floodplains of the Neretva River
valley. The main goal of this research was to propose an effective approach based on Vis-NIR
and geostatistics for mapping soil salinity. Multivariate geostatistical approaches of soil
textural properties were performed in order to describe the variability of soil properties
influencing salinity patterns in the researched area. Authors have successfully developed an
effective tool for mapping, managing, and preventing further soil salinization by combining
geostatistics with NIR spectroscopic analysis. The Paper proposed an accurate and costeffective method to identify and implement accurate techniques for assessing and monitoring
salt-affected soils. The results suggested wide applicability of the method since it accounts for
intrinsic variability of the area and is highly scalable.
Spectroscopy is often used to determine several crop parameters that are crucial to
agricultural production. For instance, plant tissue has a unique spectral radiance or reflection
that changes under the influence of phenological stages, dehydration, or different N nutrition,
and thus represents the function of the development phase and plant N content. In situ diffuse
visible and near-infrared (VNIR) hyperspectral reflectance spectroscopy to characterize crop
optical properties as an early pre-visual indicator of nutrient stress can provide functional data
and non-destructive, cost-effective, and rapid quantitative assessment of crop variables. (Sestak
et al. 2018). Li et al. (2008) found that a simple ratio vegetation index can be used to estimate
N status for winter wheat in over-fertilized farmers’ fields before heading using a handheld
13

spectroradiometer. Šestak et al. (2018a) investigated the ability of Vis-NIR spectroscopy to
predict winter wheat grain yield grown under nine mineral nitrogen fertilization treatments.
The study proposed prediction methods for in-season estimates of winter wheat yield at a field
scale and developed models for in-season N rate optimization. Results provide a basis to further
construct a platform for dynamic management of N fertilization
When compared to portable colorimetry based soil analysis methods, on-the-go
spectroscopic methods for soil analysis represent more advanced systems. NIR spectroscopybased methods can't determine potentially bioavailable soil nutrient forms, unlike chemical
reagent based methods, which indicate the concentration of mobile nutrient forms. Nearinfrared spectroscopy has been found to be a feasible option for implementation in real-time,
in-field monitoring scenarios (Isaac 2000). Besides its uses for rapid soil analysis, NIR
spectroscopy is used as a tool for mapping different soil properties. The main limiting factor in
the assessment of the soil properties is finding certain data pre-treatment and calibration
procedures (Mohamed et al. 2018). NIR spectroscopy is the most widely applied spectroscopic
technique in agriculture, mainly due to its versatile uses. The method is highly suitable for
integration with IoT systems as it offers huge potential when further implemented with AI.

2.3.1 Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopy technique based on inelastic scattering of
monochromatic lights, unlike other infrared spectroscopic techniques that are based on the
absorption of light energy. Raman spectroscopy device measures changes in wavelength and
intensity of scattered light upon interaction with a sample. When incident light energy interacts
with a sample it becomes absorbed and reemitted from the sample at different frequencies,
known as Raman scatter or Raman effect. Shift in the frequency provides information about
the sample, as the spectrum of the scattered frequencies indicates the molecular composition.
Raman spectroscopy can be used for the characterization and identification of organic and
inorganic compounds in soil samples (Luna, 2017). Raman spectroscopy was researched for
in-situ soil sensing and has provided the best results in phosphorus detection. Researches Lee
and Bogrecki (2007) patented a Raman based spectrometer device capable of measuring
nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus in wet and dry soils, using a laser light source at 785 nm.
Their device is a portable sensor for remote, in-situ determination of the presence and
concentration of phosphorus, and other soil macronutrients, in real-time. The portable sensor
14

utilizes Raman spectroscopy technology to detect and/or quantifying soil nutrients such as
phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium, potash, magnesium, sulphur, and other trace elements. Soil
samples can be provided in a variety of forms including solid or slurry.
The principal advantage proposed for the use of Raman spectroscopy is the minimal
sample preparation. In contrast to many other analytical techniques, no chemical or mechanical
pre-treatment is necessary (Luna, 2017). Raman spectroscopy is a promising technique for soil
monitoring. The integration of Raman based spectrometer devices to IoT system opens the
possibility to perform high grid density in situ measurements. However, continuous monitoring
of soil nutrients isn’t possible due to the limitations of this technique as it requires human
interaction.

2.3.2 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) is the preferred method for mid-IR spectroscopy as
it provides quantitative information in a rapid and accurate fashion. A typical FTIR
spectrometer obtains an infrared spectrum by collecting the interferogram of a sample signal,
which contains all the infrared frequencies, applies the Fourier transform (mathematical
process) to the digitized signal, and outputs the spectrum (Raphael 2011). The operation of
FTIR spectrometer relies on an interferometer, which splits the radiation beam into two beams
that are recombined after a path difference has been introduced (Griffiths et al. 1986). The
interferometer is located between two perpendicular mirrors, one fixed and one moveable
creating path difference between two beams. After the beams return to the beam splitter, they
interfere and are again partially transmitted and partially reflected to the detector (Raphael
2011). An interferogram is produced as a function of a path difference due to variations in the
energy reaching the detector. The detected interferogram can not be interpreted directly, instead
an interferogram signal is decomposed into its component frequencies and amplitudes using
Fourier Transformation. The main advantage of using Fourier transform technique is
information-rich signals.
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Figure 2.8. Schematic description of interferogram (Adapted from Raphael, 2011.)

Researchers Nyugen et al. (1991), first introduced the use of diffuse reflectance Fourier
Transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy for soil analysis to circumvent the drawbacks of
transmittance measurements. Subsequent research by Janik and Skjemstad (1995) proved that
mid-IR DRIFT technique can be used to quantify various soil components. An extensive review
paper by Viscara Rossel et al. (2006) lists studies focused on the determination of N, P, K using
different spectroscopic methods reported conflicting results in studies using DRIFT technique.
The errors are due to a lack of standards in DRIFT technique itself and analytical reference
analyses. However, the potential to implement DRIFT technique in the field remains large and
such applications will be possible in the near future as sensing hardware is becoming smaller
and more robust. The potential of the technique further rises considering the possibility of
integration into an IoT system. Detailed output of DRIFT devices could be enhanced by
connecting such devices to a spectral database or library, which could help produce highly
detailed models and predict nutrient distribution in the soil.
FTIR spectroscopy was successfully commercialized by NeoSpectra sensors. The full
FTIR functionality on a chip-scale is enabled by using Silicon integrated Micro Optical
Systems Technology (SiMOST). The use of MEMS technology also makes NeoSpectra sensors
highly resistant to shock and vibration compared to alternative solutions employing discrete
optics, making these sensors perfect for use in agricultural applications in rugged
environments. According to the study conducted by Budiman (2019) tested and predicted soil
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organic carbon on 24 soil profiles collected from an agricultural area in New South Wales.
Study concluded that results from NeoSpectra sensors were comparable to the high-end
laboratory devices and that less costly devices such as the NeoSpectra provide high potential
for soil analysis. Most FT-mid-IR instruments today are based on small versions of
conventional interferometer designs. To achieve miniaturization while retaining performance
conventional Michelson interferometer with discrete components was replaced with monolithic
Michelson interferometer chip. NeoSpectra Micro sensor enables almost seamless hardware
and software integration into various products, end-use devices, environments, and
applications. Given the increasing availability of portable and handheld commercial
spectrometers on the market combined with technological advancements in mobile
spectroscopy, future developments guarantee to yield full potential to applications of such
methods in agriculture.

Figure 2.9. Diagram showing MEMS FT-IR spectroscopy (Source: https://www.neospectra.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/diagram-ft-ir.jpg
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3 Electrochemical sensing methods
Electrochemical methods are becoming increasingly popular due to the miniature size
of hardware, long-term field deployability, fast signal response, and cost-effectiveness.
Electrochemical sensors have become an attractive approach to monitor soil nutrients in realtime, achieved through the integration of sensors to autonomous systems connected to
networks. Electrochemical sensors measure chemical content by coupling a chemically
selective layer, also referred to as a membrane to an electrochemical transducer. The transducer
converts the chemical energy into an electric signal. Chemical energy is produced when a
chemically selective layer is in contact (interacts) with the target ion. The electrical techniques
used for the transduction of the ion of interest (target ion) allows electrochemical sensors to be
further organized into subcategories. These categories include
•

potentiometric, which measures the changes in membrane potential.

•

conductometric for measuring changes in conductance.

•

impedimetric sensors which measure changes in impedance, and

•

amperometric sensors for measuring changes of current at the sensing membrane

The two most commonly used electrochemical sensors to determine soil nutrients are the ionselective electrodes (ISE) and the ion-selective field-effect transistors (ISFET).

3.1 Ion-selective field-effect transistors (ISFET)
Ion-selective field-effect transistors are simply ISE's joined with a field-effect transistor
(FET). There are two types of FET devices, p-type and n-type. The device type dictates which
carrier conducts the flow of current (Burton et al. 2020.). The response mechanism of ISFETs
is based on their semiconductor nature and on the electrochemical phenomena that occur in the
chemically sensitive membrane placed on the gate of the transistor (Artigas, 2001). Materials
involved in making gate layers include SiO2 (Bergveld 1972.), Si3N4 (Matsuo and Wise, 1974.)
and Al2O3 (Abe et al. 1979.).
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Figure 3.1. Scheme of the n-type ISFET device and response mechanism (Source: Artigas, 2001.)

The presence of ions in the solution shift gate voltage (VGS) resulting in the current shift
drain (ID). The current flowing between the drain and the source of the transistor can be
modulated by gate voltage in such a way that the voltage between drain and source (VDS) is
amplified.
Artigas et al. (2001) (Figure 3.1.) have proposed an application of ISFETs to measure

Ca2+, K+, NO- nutrients, and pH levels in soils. The robust, small size and low output
impedance ISFETs had photocurable polymeric selective membranes deposited on transducer
fabricated with microelectronic technology. ISFETs response was tested in horticulture soils
and compared with standard methods; the results confirmed the feasibility of ISFET sensors
for in-soil monitoring. The ISFET's are highly sensitive sensors that can be combined with flow
injection analysis (FIA) systems that detect nutrient ions in aqueous solutions. In a paper by
Birrell and Hummel (2001.) the use of ISFETs in combination with FIA demonstrated
evaluation of nitrate concentration in manually extracted solutions from 14 Illinois surface
soils. Price et al. (2003.) have developed a nitrate extraction system that in combination with
ISFET technology was used to map soil nitrate on-the-go. Researchers Sudduth et. al. have
successfully used ISFET's with FIA to measure soil nutrients from prepared extracts. Flow
injection analysis system increases efficiency and helps to offset the ISFET sensor drift.
ISFET's are smaller in size and have rapid response time when compared to ISE's. Main
disadvantage of ISFET's coupled with the FIA system is a reliance on the extraction system.
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3.2 Ion-selective electrodes (ISE)
Ion-selective electrodes are electrochemical ion detection systems made up of
conductive material with a specialized membrane/layer (glass/polymer) which selectively
responds to target ions. Target ions concentrations are determined by calculating the voltage
drops across the membrane using Nernst equation (Burton et al. 2020). The Nernst equation
describes the basic mechanism of ISE sensors, and is described as follows:
𝜙𝜙 = 𝜙𝜙 0 +

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑧𝑧1

𝐹𝐹(ln 𝑎𝑎1𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) (3)

Where 𝜙𝜙 is the electro potential, 𝜙𝜙 0 is the standard value of the potential, R is the gas constant,
T is the absolute temperature, 𝑧𝑧1 is the target ion charge number, F is the Faraday constant, and

a1 is the concentration.

The ion-selective electrode sensor system usually consists of two main parts, two
electrodes, one of which is a working electrode detecting specific target ions, and one a
reference electrode supplying constant voltage and sensitive layer. ISE's are proven to have a
wide dynamic range, appearing to distinguish between variations in concentrations of residual
nitrogen (0.1 – 10,000 ppm N) and nutrients. ISE's have also been known to gather rapid
measurements in slurries, unfiltered soil extract, and naturally moist soils (Burton et al. 2020.).
Researchers have tried various membrane materials for detection and quantification of nutrients
in the soil, but most precise detection systems narrowed down the choice to doped polymer
electrode membranes for nitrogen detection, valinomycin-bis (2-ethylhexyl) sebacate (DOS)
based electrode membranes for detecting potassium, and cobalt rod based for detecting
phosphorus. ISE applied in direct soil measurement (DSM) provide fast and accurate way to
measure soil nitrates. Ali et al. (2020.), developed a deployable electrochemical soil nitrate
sensor using a nanocomposite of molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) and poly(3-octyl-thiophene)
coated on a printed circuit board. The ion-selective membrane was capable of detecting nitratenitrogen in soil slurries and was highly sensitive in ranges of 1ppm - 1500 ppm.
Unlike spectroscopic methods, electrochemical sensing does not require optical
complex setup and can be deployed directly in soil for nutrients measurements (Ali et al. 2020.).
On-site measurement has been explored by Adamchuk et al. (2002., 2004., 2005.), by
developing an automated on-the-go monitoring system for soil nitrate-nitrogen (NO3–N) using
ion-selective electrodes. Kim et al. (2007.) have tested the ability of ISE's to simultaneously
20

detect K and N in soil samples from Missouri and Illinois. Electrochemical sensing techniques
are increasingly being combined with IoT systems. There are still many issues to overcome in
order to commercialize aspects of these technologies. While these ion-selective systems have
shown the feasibility of making rapid measurements on soil extractant mixtures, the fragility
of the ion-selective membranes used has caused significant problems with the robustness and
reproducibility of soil measurements. Ion-selective systems also require frequent calibration,
making them unappealing for routine field use.
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4 Internet of Things applications in real-time soil monitoring
The common definition describes IoT as a system of embedded technologies consisting
of wired and wireless communications, sensors, and actuators that are capable of acquiring and
transferring data to the internet. IoT is having an increasing role in various applications of
agriculture as new smart farming technologies are implemented in different aspects of the
industry. Existing communication technologies (Table 4.1.) such as SMS, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi,
ZigBee, LoRa, and SigFox enable interaction between sensors and soil. The framework
structure of the IoT system consists of three parts: object end (front end), network end
(communication infrastructure), and cloud end (back end). Sensors and actuators that interact
directly with the physical world form the object end of an IoT system. The communication
infrastructure which connects object end devices to the cloud forms the network end. The cloud
computing platform that processes and analyses sensing data received from the object end and
provides storage, computing, and other resources constitutes the cloud end of the IoT system.
A unique identifier tag is assigned to each device and/or object (sensor) which provides the
ability to receive and transmit the signal over the network. According to the different functions
implemented by physical entity services in the IoT, IoT architecture established by the current
service-oriented approach can be divided into the following two categories: cloud-centric IoT
architecture and object-centric IoT architecture. In the cloud-centric IoT application system,
the physical entity service implements basic physical information collection, local information
processing and transmission of information to the cloud, but does not provide a directly
accessible service interface. Mass storage, relational processing, and knowledge mining of
physical information are all implemented in the cloud (Shi et al. 2019.). The data acquired
through the wireless sensors cannot be transmitted in the absence of reliable communication
infrastructure (Ayaz et al. 2019.). The major challenge limiting the introduction and growth of
IoT in the agriculture industry is the lack of communication infrastructure and related facilities
(base stations, WiFi access points).
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Table 4.1. Summary of wireless communication technologies used in IoT (Source: Shi et al. 2019.)
Wireless
Technology
Wi-Fi
Bluetooth
6LowPAN
Sigfox
LoRaWAN
NB-IoT
Mobile cellular
technology
ZigBee
NFC

Wireless
Standard
IEEE802.11
a/c/b/d/g/n
Bluetooth
(Formerly IEEE
802.15.1)
IEEE 802.15.4
Sigfox
LoRaWAN
3GPP
2G-GSM, GPRS
3G-UMTS
CDMA2000
4G-LTE
IEEE 802.1
ISO/IEC 131575.4

Network Type

Transmission
Range

WLAN

20–100 m

WPAN

10-300m

WPAN
LPWAN
LPWAN
LPWAN

20-100m
<50km
<15km
<15km

GERAN

Entire cellular
area

Mesh
Point to Point

0-10m
0.1m

Considering the requirements of an IoT system capable of soil nutrient detection and
monitoring, the proposed general structure consists of five-layer architecture. These layers are:
1) Perception layer, 2) Network layer, 3) Middleware layer, 4) Common platform layer, and
the 5) Application layer. Figure 4.1. shows the components that make up each layer.

Figure 4.1. General structure of IoT system in agriculture (Source: Ge et al. 2014.)
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The context of IoT in soil monitoring can be described with the term wireless sensor
network since monitoring requires the use of multiple sensors. A wireless sensor network is
specifically composed of multiple autonomous, small size, low cost, low power, and
multifunctional sensor nodes. By carefully engineering the communication topology, a sensor
node can communicate with others or a base station based on a routing structure (Ngyuen et al.
2016.). Sensor nodes usually consist of a sensor interface board that can be equipped with
various types of sensors to measure soil temperature, moisture content and chemical (pH,
salinity) properties. Implementing sensors on-site in a specific location enables continuous
monitoring of soil parameters. Soil nutrients can be measured and continually monitored by
either electrochemical (ISE, ISFET) or optical (soil probe) sensors. A paper by Galande et al.
(2015.) presented the integration of NPK sensors with a wireless sensor network. Sensor nodes
sent data via a wireless connection to the central server which also stored, collected, and
processed the data for the display to the desired output. The central server is also referred to as
the base station. A real-time in situ IoT soil sensor system can be fully automated to monitor
soil nutrients without human interaction. In a review paper researchers, Burton et al. (2020.)
proposed a decision support system (Figure 4.2.) for site-specific nutrient management that
includes a deployable sensor system capable of acquiring real-time data of soil nutrient
conditions. The proposed sensor system forwards the acquired data to a gateway node where
the data can be logged or transmit ed to a cloud for further analysis using machine learning and
neural networks. A decision support system predicts soil nutrient requirements and helps in
fertilizer application to prevent nutrient overload. IoT in digital farming.

Figure 4.2. Schematic of a decision management system for nutrient fertilizers (Source: Burton et al. 2020.)
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4.1 IoT in digital farming
Digital farming is synonymous with the term smart farming, which is part of the
precision agriculture concept. Interfacing farms with IoT, WSN, and AI technologies
significantly improve all operations related to agricultural production. Considering this
scenario, future agriculture is expected to evolve as a high-tech industry where interconnected
systems will enjoy the luxury of artificial intelligence and Big Data facilities. By involving
advanced technologies like agricultural robots, Big Data, and cloud-computing artificial
intelligence, agriculture can create a new era of superfusion (Ayaz et al. 2019.). Popular IoT
applications in digital farming-based applications are in greenhouses, and vertical farming
integrated with emerging practices of aquaponics, aeroponics, and hydroponics (Benke et al.
2017.). The use of WSN and IoT for digital farming was demonstrated in a paper by Mekonnen
et al. (2018.) in which a smart farming prototype (Figure 4.3.) was developed. The prototype
used sensor data to predict crop yield, reduce resource consumption, and raise the productivity
of the experimental testbed. The prototype implemented an IoT based data-driven sensor
system implemented with machine learning algorithms for data mining and forecasting to help
boost agricultural productivity. The overall system was designed to be power-efficient, costeffective, and low maintenance, allowing the farmers/users to manage their farm or garden with
little to no effort. Capabilities offered by IoT, including the basic communication infrastructure
(used to connect the smart objects from sensors, vehicles, to user mobile devices using the
Internet) and range of services, such as local or remote data acquisition, cloud-based intelligent
information analysis, and decision making, user interfacing, and agriculture operation
automation can revolutionize the agriculture industry which probably one of most inefficient
sectors of our economic value chain today (Ayaz et al. 2019.).
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Figure 4.3. Smart farm prototype IoT architecture scheme (Source: Mekonnen et al. 2020)
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4.2 Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications in soil monitoring
Artificial intelligence (AI) can help farmers get more from the land while using
resources more sustainably (Mekonnen et al. 2020.). With the emergence of blockchain, AI,
and Big data agriculture is being transformed into a more sustainable industry. Big data refers
to the large volume of data coming from sensors, IoT, GPS, aerial imagery, etc (Mekonnen et
al. 2020., Wolfert et al. 2017.). Today's farmers can benefit from the AI as they can gain realtime data insight into different soil conditions. Incorporating various soil assessment methods
with IoT and AI offers enables farmers real-time monitoring helping them minimize resource
utilization and optimize production costs. Machine learning techniques used by AI ensure
farmers make better and informed decisions based on sensor data more quickly when it comes
to real-world scenarios. Machine learning is a type of AI that gives machines the ability to learn
from experience. Its algorithms (Figure 4.4.) use computational methods to learn directly from
datasets without depending on predetermined equations as a model. The algorithms
progressively adapt to enhance their performance as the available number of training samples
increases (Barber 2012., Bishop 2006., Murhpy 2012., Mekonnen et al. 2020.). By applying
ML to sensor data, farm management systems are evolving into real AI systems. Advances in
ML and analytics have given farmers data mining possibilities, providing them with accurate
trend predictions. AI must be leveraged to increase the automation of tasks in agriculture and
improve the yield while optimizing the use of natural resources. (Mekonnen et al. 2019.). In a
paper by Laili et al. (2020.) NIR spectroscopy was used in combination with the Microsoft
Azure Machine Learning platform (AML) to predict soil organic matter. The analyzed dataset
consisted of 108 soil spectral samples which were used to develop a calibration (classification)
model using Decision forest, Decision jungle, Logistic regression, and neural network
algorithms. The prediction model was developed with the help of Bayesian linear, boosted
decision tree, decision tree, and linear regression algorithms. Results indicated an excellent
prediction performance of SOM due to the ability of the ML algorithms to reduce spectrometer
signal noise. Authors also suggested further development of the method by using mobile
spectrometers with Bluetooth connectivity to fully integrate
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Figure 4.4. Overview of machine learning algorithms (Source: Mekonnen et al. 2020.)
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5 General overview of soil monitoring technologies
The soil is a peculiar and complex system to study, even harder to describe using a single
definition. The soil has properties that change rapidly within a few hours or days. In figurative
terms, this is called the “soil-moment ”(Lvova and Nadporozhskaya 2017.). Proper
management of soil fertility is a crucial aspect of precision agriculture. All of the reviewed
technologies represent a promising alternative to conventional soil analysis methods, offering
fast, accurate and low-cost means to assess and monitor a wide range of soil parameters in realtime.
Considering the possibility of the sensor's ability to perform simultaneous measurements
of several soil properties, a multisensory approach seems like the most logical choice. The use
of both optical and electrochemical methods in combination with chemometric techniques
integrated with IoT facilitates continuous on-site data acquisition. By creating a data-driven
sensor system that collects, monitors, and analyses various sensors, ML algorithms can be
implemented to further extract valuable information. The integration of AI also increases the
automation of tasks related to agriculture and optimizes the use of resources while improving
the yield. By making decisions about fertilizer applications based on current (analyzed) soil
conditions and historical data (if available) farmers will be able to efficiently manage fertilizer
consumption without additional cost. The proposed system would also try to perfectly tailor
fertilization guidelines for the farmer by providing information on optimal time, rate, and
dosage of fertilizer. The site-specific and user-tailored fertilizing approach helps to estimate
the spatial patterns of nutrients requirements with higher accuracy and minimum labor
requirements.
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6 Conclusion
Technological advancements in the 21st century opened an unimaginable set of
possibilities in agriculture. As technology progresses further, agriculture is slowly transformed
into a digital industry. Technology plays a central role in mitigating the pressure the farming
industry faces due to factors in the rising population, consumer needs, and the growing
shortages of land, water, and energy. The use of sensors and the Internet of Things (IoT) is
key to moving the world’s agriculture to a more productive and sustainable path. (Mekonnen
et al. 2020).
Wireless sensor networks and Information and Communication technologies have great
potential to address the main environmental, economic, and socio-economic challenges in the
agricultural sector. To reach the full potential of precision agriculture and related technologies
much more research is required. For universities and research institutes, cloud-based
agricultural intelligent decision-making models, multi-source data-based information fusion
algorithms, agricultural Big Dana mining technologies, distributed intelligent processing
systems, and lightweight IoT authentication, encryption, and authorization mechanisms will be
the key research directions for the future (Shi et al. 2019.). Future prospects of agriculture have
the potential to solve all current problems facing global food production. Finally, the huge
positive impacts of technology on agriculture and the environment should be emphasized as
technology is playing an increasingly important role in food production and sustainable
development of agriculture.
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